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THANKS  

Thanks to the hard-working volunteers of Annascaul Tidy Towns who gave up their time to 

assist in the development of this action plan for their community.  Thanks also to the groups, 

organisations and statutory bodies that support and assist them in their work.  

  

Report written by Woodrow Sustainable Solutions,  

Main Street, Ballisodare, Co Sligo, 071 9140542, www.woodrow.ie  

  

Background to the Author  

Woodrow Sustainable Solutions is an environmental consultancy that works with companies, 

agencies and communities to help them take the right steps towards sustainability. 

Trading in Ireland since 2004, the company has worked with national bodies including Fáilte  

Ireland, Waterways Ireland, Irish Water, ESB and the Department of Rural and Community  

Development. It has carried out extensive wildlife surveys and impact assessment across 

Ireland. Woodrow has provided Local Authorities, private companies and many communities 

with training on natural heritage.  

 

Sharon Eastwood, Co-Director of Woodrow Sustainable Solutions successfully applied to be 

a national adjudicator for the Tidy Towns competition in 2011. Since this time, she has 

adjudicated annually being lucky enough to view the efforts of communities across the 

country. In tandem with this Sharon has attended all training courses and seminars 

organised for adjudicators as part of their Continued Professional Development. This 

consists of internal and external speakers and shared best practice.  

 

She shares this expertise with the communities with whom she works. The sustained work, 

volunteer hours and the energy of Tidy Towns volunteers consistently amazes Sharon. 

Important  

Please note that an adjudicator cannot judge a community where they have been involved in 

consultancy work for that community for at least 5 years. Implementation of actions in this 

report may not guarantee a leap of marks but should direct the community in their aims to 

continue to better their community and advance in the competition. 
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SECTION ONE - OVERVIEW  

1.1  INTRODUCTION  

The National TidyTowns Competition has been running for over sixty years in 2018. During 

this time the competition has evolved to reflect changes in national policy. There are 

currently eight separate judging categories in this competition. As well as litter, communities 

are judged for example on local wildlife, sustainability, the built environment and community 

planning. This wider scope of the competition reflects changes in national policy but always 

pays heed to the importance of TidyTowns committees and volunteers in shaping their 

communities. 

The cornerstone of the TidyTowns programme is the preparation of a multi-annual plan by 

the local community outlining their actions and intentions for the next few years. This helps 

focus the efforts of each community and helps to measure their success. 

2017 saw some of the highest ever numbers of entrants in the National TidyTowns 

Competition with over 800 communities across Ireland entering. Every entrant to the 

competition is asked by their adjudicator to provide an up-to-date long-term plan. 

Woodrow Sustainable Solutions was asked to tender for the work to draft the long-term year 

plan for Annascaul community. The company was delighted to be subsequently asked by 

Annascaul Tidy Towns to carry out the work with their community. The work was part funded 

by The South Kerry Community Development Partnership Limited through the Rural 

Development Programme (LEADER) 2014 -2020. 

1.2  DEVELOPMENT OF THIS LONG-TERM PLAN  

The plan was developed through a number of different ways. 

Desk-top Audit:  

A desk-survey of relevant information was collated including  

• Extraction of pertinent information from relevant plans  

• Review of websites with information on the area eg. www.npws.ie.  

Area Walkabout:  

A tour of the community was carried out with two representatives of the Tidy Towns 

committee to discuss relevant issues. 

Site Audit:  

A walk and drive around Annascaul was carried out by the report writer to consider the 

separate categories of the national competition. 
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Community Attendance at a Workshop  

Representatives of Annascaul Tidy Towns attended a workshop on Tuesday 2 October in 

Killorglin organised by the author of this report. Presentations by adjudicators were delivered 

to further the understanding of the TidyTowns competition. Examples were shared from 

across the county to stimulate group discussions on actions and ideas to include in this long-

term plan. Suggestions were collated from the representatives of Annascaul that night and 

also after the event. These have been incorporated into this report. 

 

1.3  LINKS TO OTHER PLANS   

This long-term plan for Annascaul Tidy Towns is developed to sit alongside and complement 

the following plans:  

• Kerry County Development Plan 2015 – 2021  http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/  

Of particular note is the Record of Protected Structures and list of National 

Monuments which is an appendix of the County Development Plan.   

http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/?page_id=50  

  

• Kerry Heritage & Biodiversity Plan 2008 - 2012 

http://kerryheritage.ie/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan200

8-2012.pdf  

  

• Biodiversity of Kerry  http://kerryheritage.ie/?page_id=54  

  

• Litter Management Plan for Kerry 2017 – 2019 

http://docstore.kerrycoco.ie/KCCWebsite/environment/litterplan2017.pdf  

  

1.4  LIAISON WITH OTHER LOCAL GROUPS  

In a small community there are normally a number of community volunteers that are involved 

in a number of separate committees. In such cases volunteer burn out can be an issue.  As 

the competition has evolved with national policy, the scope has widened. As a result, there is 

potential for links with other local groups in a community. There are a number of local groups 

whose aims have a crossover and where possibly working together could be of benefit. As 

such it is felt that Annascaul Tidy Towns should continue to liaise with the following groups 

and other to look into such opportunities:  

• History Group 

• Religious Bodies  

• Walking Club and Festival 

• GAA 

• Community Care;   

• Schoil Bhreac Chluain / Junior Tidy Towns 

• Coiste na nÓg  

• ICA 

• Local Artists 

• Playground Group.  

http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/
http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/
http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/?page_id=50
http://cdp.kerrycoco.ie/wordpress/?page_id=50
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/kerryheritage_biodiverityplan2008-2012.pdf
http://kerryheritage.ie/?page_id=54
http://kerryheritage.ie/?page_id=54
http://docstore.kerrycoco.ie/KCCWebsite/environment/litterplan2017.pdf
http://docstore.kerrycoco.ie/KCCWebsite/environment/litterplan2017.pdf
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SECTION TWO – PROPOSED COMPETITION CHANGES   

It should be noted that the National TidyTowns competition has commenced a process of 

change in its marking and focus.  A wide-scale consultation was carried out in winter 2017/18 

and the views and comments are in the process of a review whilst this report was being 

compiled. As such whilst the focus of the competition is to remain the same, the marking is 

due to change in the longer term.  

SECTION THREE – YOUR ENTRY FORM   

Every year in May, TidyTowns groups across the country draft their application form to the 

national competition. This section outlines what should be submitted to the department. 

3.1  DOCUMENTS TO SUBMIT TO THE COMPETITION ANNUALLY  

You will be allocated a different adjudicator each year and they receive a copy of last year’s 

adjudication report and only what you submit.  It is very likely that he/she will be visiting 

Annascaul for the first time. As such, please submit annually the following:  

• Entry form;   

• Map;  

• Long-Term action plan.  

Do not assume any other knowledge of the community.  For example, if you submitted details 

on a planting scheme last year but your adjudication report did not mention it, it would be 

worth mentioning again this year that you are still following the plans outlined in that planting 

scheme.    

Entry Form  

This is a summary of actions carried out over the last 12 months by Annascaul Tidy Towns. 

The form is split into the separate adjudication categories detailed in this document. 

Too much material is not always examined but photographs are excellent to include, 

especially before and after photographs or audiences at events. Provide the link for your 

planned community website annascaul.org and the school website 

http://www.scoilbhreacchluain.ie and your FaceBook Page 

https://www.facebook.com/annascaultidytowns/. Most adjudicators will check websites via 

their smartphones to see if information is up-to-date and relevant. 

Please read carefully the questions on your entry form as these changes according to 

feedback from adjudicators and communities. 

Never leave any section of your entry form blank. Keep a record of your activities throughout 

the year to make completion of your entry form easier. 

New, Maintained and Future projects. 

It is also noted that marks are allocated not just for new projects but also for maintenance 

work and any planning that is carried out for future schemes. The 2018 entry form asked for 

information on projects to be separated into new, maintained and future planned projects. 

This means that marks are available for all these elements of work. Projects listed had to be 

separated into future (f), maintained (m) and new (n).   

http://www.annascaul.ie/
http://www.scoilbhreacchluain.ie/
https://www.facebook.com/Anascaultidytowns/
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Map  

A map should be provided on which the school and other key buildings are marked. Your 

adjudicator will assume that the area within the name signs of Annascaul is covered in your 

work. If there is another site in which you are working outside of the community area, please 

indicate this on your map (eg. old railway water tower). Each year you could handwrite on it 

the position of any new or maintained projects carried out in the past. 

 

Long-term plan 

Every year please submit a summary section of the long-term plan with your entry form. This 

shows that you have been strategic in your work and helps record your successes and 

achievements. 

 

SECTION FOUR– RECOMMENDED ACTIONS   

This section provides recommended actions for each separate adjudication category of the 

competition.   

4.1  Community – Your planning and involvement  

The category looks at how the TidyTowns committee integrates with 

their whole community. This could be through a cross generation 

project, linking in with existing groups and how estates and new 

inhabitants are welcomed to participate in your actions. Strategic 

planning is important to mention here. 

 Special Awards  

Every year the TidyTowns competition issues Special Awards. 

You are encouraged to review these and see which may be of 

relevance to you and your work. 

Action: Enter Special awards to receive recognition for 

your efforts. 

 

 Communications 

Keep website and social media sites up to date sharing details 

of key aspects of your work. Aim for an update every two 

weeks. Continue to input news articles into local newsletters 

and the free magazine West Kerry Live.  

Where possible ask other local groups (eg. GAA) to advertise 

key events such as the KWD County Clean-up Day. 

Action: Maintain social media presence. 

Action: Continue to promote key events and invite 

attendees and support from other groups.   
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 Cross Community Work 

The strong links with the school should be maintained and 

the input of the pupils into the actions of the Annascaul Tidy 

Towns committee should be solicited. However, the 

formation of a standalone junior Tidy Towns committee 

working outside the school is not recommended as issues 

arise with child protection etc. Links are strong with local 

business also and this should be fostered. 

Action: Encourage input into the plan and your actions from 

all members of the community.  

Maintain strong links with Scoil Bhreac Chluain carrying out 

at least one project with them annually. 

 

 Community Alert  

Community Alert membership has been organised and a 

Chairde App is promoted to the elderly and vulnerable people 

living on their own in the village.  

Action: Continue to support and promote community alert 

initiatives. Liaise with council over erection of signage. 

   

 Planning 

Review the long-term plan annually and ensure job descriptions 

of scheme workers are updated accordingly. A 2018 priority was 

to provide a suitable area for scheme workers to use for coffee / 

toilet breaks etc. This has now been achieved by cooperation 

and agreement with Community Care Committee. 

Action: Review and update long-term plan annually. Devise 

monthly work schedules for Community Employment 

workers in line with this plan. 

Action: Maintain the indoor space and facilities for the 

scheme workers. 
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 Tourists & Visitors 

With a large number of visitors passing through the village for 

short periods, local map and information boards have been 

erected. Additional lockable notice boards could be provided and 

information updated on a regular basis. 

The creation of a ‘Heritage Trail’ is to be considered with the key 

facts and history of the village in soft or hard copies. 

Consider having a weatherproof dispenser at locations such as 

the trailhead of the new River Walk. 

 
Figure 1: Image of a waterproof trailhead 
dispenser in Birdhill. 

Action: Provide information for visitors (e.g. notice board or hard 

copies in dispensers) on heritage information to encourage them 

to explore the length of the village. 

 

Action: include in the welcome pack for visitors to the walking 

festival details on local heritage and encourage them to enjoy a 

stroll through the village also. 
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4.2  Streetscape & Public Places  

Consider the presentation of key public buildings and the Main Street of 

Annascaul in this section. 

 Presentation of former Business Premises  

The community have researched the appearance of businesses on the 

main street and a number were very striking in their appearance. They 

have successful repainted Dan Foley’s to match its appearance in 

decades previously. 

 
Figure 2: The gable wall at the junction to the Back Road 
could feature a mural to brighten this corner of Annascaul. 

The painting of the low wall by the pump beside the church entrance 

should be completed. 

The entrance to the Catholic Church does not stand out and it is felt that 

some enhancement work could be completed here. 

Action: Identify and encourage buildings to upgrade their 

appearance to their former glory targeting strategically placed 

buildings. 
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 Highlight Heritage features in the Community 

 
Figure 3: Before Figure 4: After 

Heritage information and trail could be developed that considers the 

built, natural and cultural heritage of the village. 

 

You are recommended to audit the town to consider other features such 

as the recently restored water pumps. 

 

 

Action: Collate heritage information that could be used in atrial. 

 

 Historic Research project with Church of Ireland and Graveyard 

refurbishment 

 
Figure 5: Image from 2017 heritage project by 

Annascaul Tidy Towns. 

In 2017 a research project was carried out examining the records of 

burials in the neglected graveyard in the centre of the village. A 

memorial was erected and a booklet published. The memorials and 

research should be maintained and promoted where possible 

making information available. Details could be incorporated in a 

heritage/tourist trail. 

Action: Design and commission a roadside sign describing and 

illustrating the former church and its history. 
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 Support Installation of Community Playground 

After years of lobbying, planning permission for a community 

playground in Annascaul has been granted. 

Action: Support installation of community playground. 

Action: Ensure litter patrol of playground is carried out regularly 

once it is opened. 

 Stone Wall Repairs 

 
Figure 6: Stone walls form an important habitat for flora and fauna, and help create a 

good sense of place as you enter the village. 
 
A number of stone walls are in need of repair. Some scheme workers 
may have skills to work on this. 
Action: Identify and regularly monitor the state of repair of public 
or community roadside walls.  
Action: Discuss with scheme supervisor the possibility of wall 
repair being implemented. 

 Painting/ Upgrading of notable buildings 

 
Figure 7: Nice freshly painted premises along Main Street. 

Identify and encourage the enhancement of key buildings such as 

Brosnan’s Gable, the church and the Community Care Centre.   

Action: Encourage appropriate enhancement of key buildings 

so the community looks it best. 
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 Street Trees 
There are a small number of street trees in Annascaul – some of which 

are of significant age. Street trees help to create a sense of place 

especially on approach roads.  

 

As the N86 upgrade works have taken place there has been 

considerable planting on the eastern approaches to the village and it is 

anticipated that the next phase will see similar improvements on the 

western entry road. 

 

Within the village itself there are only a few areas suitable for tree 

planting.  Trees can absorb rain water, pollutants and carbon dioxide. 

They would help soften the dominance of cars on the streets and this 

would link in nicely with the competition’s drive towards more 

sustainable planting. Street trees could also be used to cleverly screen 

areas such as businesses that need some camouflage! 

 

Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’ is upright and elegant and is also one of 

the tree species recommended as good for pollinators.  

Action: Survey all village street trees to assess condition and plant 

more street trees in appropriate places. 
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4.3  Green Spaces & landscaping  

 

Nationally the TidyTowns adjudicators are looking towards the suitable planting of shrubs 

and hedges that provide year-round effect or to bring attention to a focal point.  Containers 

should only be located where is it not possible to plant directly into the ground. Also, 

consideration of the effort needed to maintain work is considered.  As such the followings 

recommendations have been collated: 

 Container Planting 

Only a small percentage of points available in the marking scheme of the 

adjudication process are available for container planting. As such containers and 

planting should only be used where they can make an impact and can be easily 

seen. 

Containers should NOT be located on grass.  

Action: Keep any hanging baskets/ landscaping schemes to a bare minimum 

and focus on most strategically placed. 

 

 Bee-friendly Flowers, Plants and Trees 

 
Figure 8: The cleverly positioned herb garden in Annascaul. 

As a partner to the All-Ireland Pollinator Plan there are many flowers and plants 

that can be chosen that look well in containers that also provide food for 

declining pollinator populations. Avoid traditional seasonal bedding plants such 

as pansies geraniums, begonias, Busy Lizzie etc that have virtually no pollen or 

nectar and hence are of little value to pollinators. Herbs are recommended and 

the position of the herb garden close to a busy pedestrian access route is 

commended. 

Appendix 3 lists many trees and flowers and shrubs that communities could 

plant that are bee-friendly.  

Consider avoiding planting daffodils and tulips and chose more pollinator 

friendly flowers such as crocus or hyacinth or native bluebells. 

 

Action: Use bee-friendly flowers in any hanging baskets or planters. 
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 Sustainable Planting 

The competition is pushing towards more sustainable planting schemes that provide 
year-round structure. 
Don’t be afraid not to plant or revamp an area if resources are limited.  
 
Action: Use more shrubs and perennials in your planting schemes that 

provide year-round structure and are more cost effective that seasonal 

planting. 

 

Action: Plant attractive berry bearing shrubs that also attract birds. 

 Repair and Upgrade Flower Beds 

 
Figure 9: Some of the flower beds identified for upgrade. 

The community feel that the ‘Paddy Palace’ Flower beds and repair of walls 

should be an action in the plan. 

Action: Maintain Paddy Palace Flower beds and repair of walls 
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4.4  Nature & Biodiversity in your locality  

There are three main things that a community can do with regard to this adjudication 

category. 

• Find out what wildlife and special habitats you have in an area 

• Promote and Raise awareness of the local wildlife. 

• Enhance and connect habitats within the village appropriately.  
 

The school children already have a great grounding on the local biodiversity through 

river science experiments and their organic garden and vegetable plots. This work in 

ongoing. Such work should be applauded and continued and expanded where possible. 

 

 River Walk 

 
Figure 10: Annascaul River which flows into Dingle Bay – an area 
which is a European designated site of important for birds, fauna 
and flora. 

The community has been successful in their LEADER grant application for 

development of a river walk. 

 

The community already has expertise available from Dr. Andy Fogarty, IT 

Athlone, Blaithín Ní Áinín of Waters and Communities. The Conservation 

and Helen Lawless, Access Officer for Mountaineering Ireland is also 

closely linked to the community and inputting into the design of the trail. 

This expertise should be fostered.  

 

Encourage visitors to share pictures or records of fauna and flora they 

observe. Consider the inclusion of heritage information pertinent to the 

riverside area in trails/on-line information for visitors. 

 

Actions: 

Cooperate with the Walking Club on development of the building of 

the river walk. 

Maintain and build on the close links and expertise available in the 

appropriate development of this area.  

Support the use of the walkway for informal educational purposes.  

Share details of natural heritage of the area where visitors can access 

this. 
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  Invasive Plant Species Actions  

The Tidy Towns Group is aware of the presence of two species of invasive 

plant species in the community and has targeted work on these. Continued 

liaison with Kerry County Council’s Biodiversity Officer is recommended for 

advice and direction. 

Unfortunately, the community care garden is being treated for the presence 

of Japanese knotweed. Successful treatment may take at least three years 

and in the interim any ground disturbance where fragments of rhizomes still 

exist could lead to regeneration of the plant. Once all has been 

successfully treated you could plant the area as desired (assuming no 

herbicide residue). Root membranes can be used in some circumstances 

to stop the spread of Japanese knotweed in a localised way, but this is a 

specialist operation. It is important to note that causing the spread of 

Japanese knotweed is an offence. 

 

Appendix 1 provides links to websites with more information. 

 

Actions: 

Maintain action on public lands where invasive species are located in 

line with the policies of Kerry County Council. 

Advise private land owners of the issues related to invasive plants. 

 Reduction in use of herbicides  

Kerb weed-removal is by hand: all weeds are dug out by hand; no spraying 

is carried out in Annascaul to protect the local biodiversity. 

 

Action: Continue to manage weeds manually without use of 

herbicides on public areas. 

Encourage residents to follow your example. 

Litter volunteers do also hand-pull any weeds observed. 

 Maintain Programme of ecology awareness  

Annascaul Tidy Towns assist in the delivery of school Ecology projects 

including experiments in the river with school children to look at how wildlife 

in river such as caddis flies which provide a good indication of the health of 

the aquatic environment. 

 

Action: Undertake plant sampling using DAFOR system: 

D dominant 

A abundant 

F frequent 

O occasional 

R rare 

 

Action: Maintain Programme of ecology awareness activities. 
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 Rare plants in Annascaul  

With an estimated one in four plant species due to become extinct by 2050 

details on the most endangered plants (known as red data plant species) 

should be collected and promoted. Parts of south west Kerry are renowned 

for their lushness and associated plant growth – Curtis 1998.  

Action: Collate & promote details of the red data plant species noted 

in the area. 

 Bat Activities  

Raise awareness, gather data on bats and improve the habitats for bats – 

one of Ireland’s protected species. Bat boxes could be assembled by 

local families (from templates cut out by scheme workers) and erected 

around the woodland walk.   Appendix 1 provides links to website and 

advice on this through Bat Conservation Ireland for example. 

 

Actions: Arrange and support attendance at Daubenton’s Bat survey 

training.  

Organise a public bat walk/talk.   

Arrange for family bat boxes to be erected alongside the new River 

Walk. 

 Community Orchard  

There have been suggestions that a community orchard be developed in 

Annascaul. 

There is no obvious suitable site and careful consideration of the 

practicalities needs to take place. 

 

Action: Research possibility of establishing a community orchard 

and consult widely with all stakeholders in the village.  

 Biodiversity Data  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot from www.biodiveristyIreland.ie website This site showcases all 

citizen science projects and where data is submitted on wildlife.  

 

The community should be encouraged to participate in citizen science projects 

such as the Big Garden Birdwatch or help record the state of the nation’s 

biodiversity through submission of sightings or join monitoring programmes of 

mammals, ladybirds, crickets and many more species. 

 

Action: Encourage the recording of biodiversity data & encourage 

participation in citizen science projects such as the KCC Biodiversity Audit 

for the area. (see http://kerryheritage.ie). 
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4.5  Sustainability – Doing more with less  

This category of the competition asks communities to consider resource efficiencies in 

areas of water, energy and transport for example. There a lot of activities that you already 

do of relevance to this part of the competition. Below are a series of other suggested 

activities that the community could adopt that would help them gain points in this category 

of the competition: 

•Issue Text Alerts (in line with GDPR guidance) and use Facebook to reduce paper usage 

re meetings and events. 

•The school already takes used clothes for recycling.  Provide some quantitative results 

for this. 

• Grow Your Own Initiatives are not appropriate to this rural community, there is already a 

tradition among locals of growing vegetables. Such initiatives probably work in urban 

environments. 

• Highlight the use low energy lights in all community buildings.  

Actions to progress are listed below 

Water 

Related 

Actions 

Action: Use and maintain water butts and aim to increase 

current installation rate from 25% to 33% by 2020. 

Action: Research the feasibility of a water Bowser and 

harvesting project – with possible funding through ‘Water 

conservation’ theme under LEADER. 

Energy 

Related 

Actions 

Energy Savings in Buildings  

Already 100% of council houses in Annascaul have had roof 

and cavity wall insulation installed or upgraded. 

Action: Find out feasibility of monitoring cost savings from 

home energy savings measures. 

Action: Promote uptake by private home and business 

owners and community buildings. 

(Do this via providing links to https://www.seai.ie/, 

Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland website, 

http://www.epa.ie/livegreen/energyefficiency/, 

Environmental Protection Agency website and so on.) 

Action: Investigate whether a community grant application 

would be feasible for all. 

 

Waste 

Related 

Actions 

The community has been offered old barrels from local farmers 

which they Activities are using as planters. 

Action: Continue to reuse old barrels for planters where 

needed.  

  

Refillable Containers  

Discourage use of single-use containers. Where possible, 

encourage local festivals to give away refillable bottles and 

continue to promote use of reusable coffee cups and join 

conscious cup campaign.   

Action: Discourage single-use containers and encourage 

refillable containers.   

Action: Liaise with businesses and organisers of local 

festivals and events to coordinate use of refillable/reusable 

containers. 
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 Green your Festival  

Encourage the walking festival and similar events to consider 

the ‘greenest’ ways to run their events.  See Appendix 6 for 

ideas.  

Action: Consider ways to make your events more 

environmentally friendly. 

Travel Support the local bus service and advocate for use of rural 

transport links. 

Ensure bus timetables are widely available.  

Action: Link to Bus Éireann timetable on website.  

Also link to Local Link community transport website: 

http://www.locallinkkerry.ie/full-timetable/#Annascaul 

Action: Mark village bus stops in some way (signage?). 

Lift Shares 

Encourage lift shares. 

Action: Consider ways to support safe lift-sharing where 

possible.  

Walking and Cycling to School 

The school promotes walking and cycling. For example, on 

Wednesdays, students meet at the old bridge and walk with 

some staff to the school. 

The school do a fund-raising walk-in May and have a cycle rack 

for those who cycle to school 

Provision for Cyclists and Pedestrians 

N86 – Upgrade and provision of cycling lane and footpath. 

Action: promote for better facilities for all road users. 
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4.6  Tidiness & Litter Control  

Not only are we looking at litter, but clutter, blocked pavement, advertising banners, fly-

posting, signage and poor parking (even in a community as small as Annascaul). 

 County Clean Up Day 

Support the annual County Clean Up Day. Attempt to make it a social event and 

perhaps offer refreshments at drop off points and make it a social event. Encourage 

photographs for social media. 

Action: Support the County Clean Up Day. 

 

 Job Descriptions for Scheme Workers  

The Tidy Towns Action Group is lucky enough to have been allocated part-time 

workers under the Community Employment scheme. Health and safety training and 

personal protective equipment are provided by their employers while a detailed work 

programme is set out by the management committee.  

Litter picking forms one of the core tasks of the workers who patrol the village. 

Cable ties should also be removed from posts. 

Where possible they are encouraged to hand-pull weeds also and report any 

dumping or other issues that are noted for action by the county council.   

Action: Support and brief scheme workers.  
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 Set out plans for volunteer hours 

 
Figure 11: An hour's worth of volunteer litter-picking. 

Throughout the summer months volunteers offer their services for an hour on a 

Monday evening. Where major work is needed, additional volunteer hours are 

sometimes added. 

 
Figure 12: Hand weeding on a Monday evening. 

As ‘many hands make light work’ the coming together of a sizeable number of people 

can have a dramatic effect on an area. Twelve volunteers working for an hour is 

equivalent to a day and a half’s work by a lone person. 

In order to make good use of this valuable facility, and to make sure volunteers bring 

the correct tools and equipment, a plan of action is agreed ahead of the meet ups. 

High visibility jackets, litter pickers and bags are supplied to the group by the local 

authority and in turn provided to volunteers. 

Action: Support and inform volunteers and encourage them to suggest areas 

that need attention.  

 Utility Boxes  

Consider the painting of these in the long-term with a theme of local wildlife for 

example. Encourage input from local artist and school. Contact Cork City Council to 

find out how they organised the striking, humorous and attractive decoration of utility 

boxes in the city. 

Action: Contact relevant agencies to investigate feasibly of painting utility 

boxes.  

Action: If relevant permissions obtained organise painting of boxes. 
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 Wirescape   

Overhead wires have successfully been ducted underground on the back road but 

not yet on Main Street.    

Action: Sustained lobbying for ‘undergrounding’ of overhead wires on Main 

Street. This is anticipated as part of next phase of N86 upgrade. 

 Painting of Planters   

 

 
Figure 13: Undercoating..                       Figure 14: Finished planter. 

Maintain a regular painting programme of all street planters.  Don’t be afraid to 

remove or relocate planters if not making an impact.   

Action: Ensure planters are regularly maintained.   

 Screen untidy fences/corners 

 
Figure 15: One of a number of untidy corners in the village that 
should be screened off. 

At Gurteens Estate, planting should be used to screen the treatment plant. Refer 

to Appendices 3 and 4 for information and advice. 

 

Action: Use native climbing plants to soften and screen areas either on 

walls themselves or on frames in front of walls.  

Plant at Gurteens estate with residents to screen treatment plant area. 
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 Monitor for Tidiness as Necessary 

 
Figure 16: Mural on boarding that has now become 
dilapidated. 

Action: Carry out an audit every three years of areas to be tidied. 

 Presentation of Bottle Banks 

The Tidy Towns Action Group are 

participating in the county council’s 

‘Adopt A Bring Back’ Scheme. 

Regular clean-ups of the area 

surrounding the banks are carried 

out. 

The wooden fencing that surrounds 

the banks is starting to deteriorate 

and needs replacement or 

upgrading. 

Action: source pallets and 

repair/replace fencing and 

paint/maintain it. 

 

 Car Parking 

 
Figure 17: Traffic blocking pavements on a Sunday in October. 

Monitor car parking and prevent blocking of pavement where habitual, through 

bollards, planters etc. Where necessary contact the council for provision of a 

blue-painted box for disabled parking. Liaise with council on possible solutions. 

 

Action: Encourage appropriate car parking. 
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 Appropriate Signage on Businesses and Approach Roads.  

 

There is a danger of the signs on approach roads being inappropriate for a rural 

community such as Annascaul. Monitor this and where possible suggest the signs 

are of a moderate nature. 

 

Action: Adopt a signage policy and support local business to develop 

appropriate, bilingual signage. 

 Street Bins 

The presentation of bins should also be monitored and 

enhanced/cleaned/upgraded appropriately.  

Regular contact is kept with the council over the street 

bins which are emptied by council employees. We 

continue to seek the replacement of old bins with new 

ones in which it is harder to deposit household waste. 

Regular patrolling is undertaken to prevent ‘fly tipping’ at 

bin areas. 

Action: Monitor presentation and cleanliness of street  

bins. 

 Dog Waste 

This is one of the few litter problems in Annascaul.   

 

Regular contact is kept with the county council dog 

warden who has supplied dog waste and mutt mitt 

dispensers and signage. 

 

The community could encourage all dog-owning 

households with dogs to sign a ‘green dog’ pledge 

and receive dog waste bags in exchange.  Where 

problems regularly occur temporary warning signs 

could be positioned to raise awareness of them.  
Figure 19: Signage provided by  

the county council.  

Action: Run a series of actions to tackle dog 

waste issues. 
  

Figure 20: Dog waste bag 

dispenser. 

 

Figure 21: Mobile warning signs 
positioned to advise of dog 
waste in Tyrellspass. 

Figure 18: A street bin that could do with some 

attention. 
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 Untidy external pipes 

The Old Bridge is a four-arch hump back 

road bridge built c 1800 bypassed in 1971.  

 

This is a beautiful bridge now only used by 

pedestrians. This area is to be developed as 

part of the River Walk amenity. The pipes 

detract from the area. 

 

Action: As the pipes are no longer used, 

encourage council to have them 

removed. 

 

4.7  Residential Streets & Housing Areas  
In this category we consider private homes and the collective appearance of these and 

potential links. 

 Street & Estate Representatives 

While the consultants recommended that a representative from the estates and each 

end/side of the street be appointed to the TidyTowns committee, this is not permissible 

under the group’s constitution or the Good Governance Code. It may be possible to 

find a way of nominating individuals as liaisons for different areas to help implement 

the plan. 

Action: Explore ethical and democratic ways for street / estate representatives to 

be nominated to link with your TidyTowns committee. 

 Name Signs at Estates and Gateways 

 
Figure 23: Breac Cluain / Brackloon Estate clearly labelled. 

Action: Ensure bilingual (or monolingual Irish) signs are erected. 

 

Figure22: Old Bridge showing disused pipes. 
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 Clear Walls and plant appropriately 

Clear the walls at Lios na gCraobh and plant perennials at the base.  

 
Figure24: Wall that needs cleaning and perennial shrubs planted. 

 

 

Figure 25: Planting of berry bearing shrubs at Lios na gCraobh for winter colour and 

to attract birds. 

Action: Clean walls and replant at base where appropriate in collaboration with 

residents. 
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 Wildlife Friendly Gardens 

Identify small areas of grass maybe in the estates for longer-term rotational cutting 

for the benefit of pollinators. 

 
Figure 26: Image used to encourage us not to cut dandelions until after they flower in 
April so that bees emerging from hibernation have a handy food source. 

 
Figure 27: Image of parts of amenity grassland that are rotationally cut for pollinators. ‘Don’t Mow Yet’ 
says the sign explaining that it will be cut but left for a while for native flowers to have a chance to 
develop first. 

 
Figure 28: Image of the Large grassed areas some of which could be selected for part of a tiered 

mowing regime. 

Action: Adopt trial area for longer rotational growing. This will require liaison 

with landscape gardening contractors and estate residents currently maintaining 

grassed areas. 

Action: Encourage home owners to implement wildlife-friendly actions in their 

gardens. Provide information online/via social media. 
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4.8  Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes  
Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes – in this category we consider not only the first 

impressions when you arrive into Annascaul, but also look at side streets and lane ways.  

Entrance Signage 

 
Figure 29: Name sign at the West of the village located quite far out from the start of the 

village. 

 
Figure 30: Entrance name along the back road. 

The name signs should be attractive and welcome the visitor to Annascaul. 

Underplanting with bee-friendly shrubs that do not block the sign is recommended.  

Planting at Derrygorman Cross and particularly at the eastern entrance to the village is 

a priority.  

Action: Upgrade and check entrance signs look welcoming. 
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Back Road Refurbishment 

 
Figure 31: Work underway in June 2018 

 

 
Figure 32: Narrow junction onto Main Street. 

Refurbishment of the back road was implemented after years of lobbying. Footpaths 

and public lighting now go most of the way from the housing estates and church to the 
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village. Problems with the narrow junction onto Main Street still need to be addressed. 

The design of the N86 may have an impact here. 

There are still some gaps in street light coverage. Ducting is largely in place.  

 

Action: Continue to lobby for full continuity of pavement.   

Lobby for two 2 more lamp posts to be installed on Back Road between Church 

and Brackloon Estate. 

Blocked Pavements 

Apart from cars, there can be problems with other items being placed on pavements. 

These block the way for pedestrians and make life very difficult for users of wheelchairs or 

parents with prams/buggies who are forced into the road. 

Sandwich boards, outdoor seating and other impedimenta generated by businesses can 

be problematic. 

Action: Watch for items that block pavements. 

Action: Raise awareness by business owners. 

Water Flow 

On the Back Road there is an area where a natural spring is rising up through the road 

causing algal bloom and a slippery surface for pedestrians. This has been the subject of 

numerous meetings with area engineer while attempts have been made by local 

landowners to alter the drainage but so far to no avail. 

 
Figure 13: Water flowing through road surface. 

 

Action: Continue ongoing discussions with engineer in an effort to solve this 

problem. 
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Road Surface Quality 

 
Figure 14 Many of the problems of the village in one photograph. Poor quality 
patched road surface in Main Street. The pavement on the left is also in poor 

condition. This is the location of the bus stop for Dingle bound buses. There is no 
indication of this, and the stopping place is blocked by an illegally parked car. 

The road surface and quality of some of the pavements has deteriorated over the 

last few years to the point where damage is being caused to vehicles and 

pedestrians have tripped and fallen. 

Fortunately, Main Street is to be included in the next phase of the N86 upgrade 

which will see new road surfaces and footpaths with utilities ducted underground. 

Action: Lobby for early delivery of road and pavement upgrade. Continue 

contact with area engineer in progress and for any interim repairs. 
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SECTION FIVE– SUMMARY ACTION PLAN  

5.1  Table of Long-Term Actions.   

The following table is a summary of the proposed actions detailed in Section 4 of the report.  

The actions are prioritised into who would lead and the year the action would be carried out 

during the three years of this plan. 
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Community 

Involvement & 

Planning 

Enter Special awards to receive recognition for 
your efforts 

2020    

Maintain social media presence.  
Continue to promote key events and invite 
attendees and support from other groups 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Encourage input into the plan and your actions 
from all members of the community. 
Maintain strong links with Scoil Bhreac Chluain 
carrying out at least one project with them annually 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Continue to support and promote Community Alert 
scheme.  
Arrange for signage to be erected and publicise 
scheme. 

’19, ’20, ’21     

Review and update long-term plan and  
job descriptions annually.  

’19, ’20, ’21    

Provide suitable space for scheme workers and 
maintain annually. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Provide information for visitors (e.g. notice board or 
hard copies in dispensers) on heritage information 
to encourage them to explore the length of the 
village. 

2020 
2021 

   

Include in the welcome pack for walking festival 
visitors, details on local heritage and encourage 
them to enjoy a stroll through the village. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Built 

Environment & 

Streetscape 

Identify and encourage buildings to upgrade 
their appearance to their former glory 
targeting strategically placed buildings 

2020 

2021 

   

Collate heritage information that could be 
used in a heritage trail. 

2019    
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Built 

Environment & 

Streetscape 

Cont’d 

 

Continue to maintain graveyard and provide 
signage and information. 

2019 

2021 

   

Support Installation of Community 
Playground. 
Ensure safety checks and litter patrol of 
playground when opened is carried out 
regularly. 

2019 

 

   

Identify and regularly monitor the state of 
repair of public or community roadside walls. 

2019 

2021 

   

Discuss with scheme supervisor the 
possibility of wall repair being implemented. 

2019    

Encourage appropriate enhancement of key 
buildings so the community looks its best 

2019    

Survey all village street trees to assess 
condition and plant more street trees in 
appropriate sites. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Landscaping & 

Open Spaces 

Keep any hanging baskets/ landscaping 

schemes to a bare minimum and focus on 

most strategically placed. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Use bee-friendly flowers in any hanging 

baskets or planters. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Use more shrubs and perennials in your 

planting schemes. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Maintain Paddy’s Palace flower beds & walls 2019    
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Support the building of the River Walk and 

ensure works are appropriate for this 

sensitive environment.  

2019    

Support the use of the walkway for informal 

educational purposes. 

2021    

Share details of natural heritage of the area 

that visitors can access. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Nature & 

Biodiversity in 

your Locality 

Encourage visitors to share pictures or 

records of fauna and flora they observe. 

2020    

Share wildlife news on social media to raise 

awareness of same. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Maintain action on public lands where 

invasive species are located in line with the 

policies of Kerry County Council.  

’19, ’20, ’21    

Advise private land owners of the issues 

related to invasive plants 

2020    

Continue to manage weeds manually without 

use of herbicides on public areas and 

encourage residents to follow your example.  

’19, ’20, ’21    

Advise scheme workers and litter volunteers 

to hand-pull any weeds observed. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Maintain programme of ecology awareness 

activities 

’19, ’20, ’21    
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Collate & promote details of the red data 

plant species noted in the area. 

2020    

Arrange and support attendance at 

Daubenton’s Bat survey training. 

2019    

Organise a public bat walk/talk.    2020    

Encourage the recording of biodiversity data 

& encourage participation in citizen science 

projects such as the KCC Biodiversity Audit 

for the area. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Collate a detailed Biodiversity Action Plan for 

your community. 

2021    

Sustainability -  

Doing More with 

Less 

Use and maintain water butts and aim to 

increase current installation rate from 25% to 

33% by 2020. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Research the feasibility of a water bowser 

and harvesting project – with possible funding 

through ‘Water Conservation’ theme under 

LEADER. 

2019    

Publicise home energy savings measures. ’19, ’20, ’21    

Investigate whether a community grant 

application would be feasible. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Promote energy saving through web and 

social media 

2020 

2021 
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Continue to reuse old barrels for planters where 

needed. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Discourage single-use containers and encourage 

refillable containers. 

2020    

Consider ways to make local events more 

environmentally friendly. 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Promote use of Public and Community Transport. 

 

’19, ’20, ’21    

Consider ways to support safe lift sharing where 

possible. 

2020    

Advocate for better facilities for all road users. ’19, ’20, ’21    

Tidiness & Litter 

Control 

 

Support County Clean Up Day 2019’20’21   KWD, KCC 

Support and brief Scheme Workers 2019’20’21   CFCD 

Organise volunteer schedules 2019’20,’21    

Examine painting of utility boxes 2020   Utility companies 

Sustained lobbying for undergrounding of 

overhead wires on Main Street. 

2020   KCC, TII 

Ensure planters are regularly maintained ’19, ’20, ’21   Local carpenter 

Plant at Gurteens estate with residents to 

screen treatment plant area. 

2021   Residents / 

Management 

company 

Use native climbing plants to soften and 

screen identified areas either on walls 

themselves or on frames in front of walls. 

’19, ’20, ’21   Residents 
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Carry out an audit every 3 years of areas to 

be tidied. 

2021    

Maintain Bottle Banks and surroundings ’19, ’20, ’21    

Encourage appropriate car parking. 2021    

Adopt a signage policy and support local 

business to develop appropriate, bilingual 

signage. 

2021    

Monitor presentation and cleanliness of street 

bins 

’19, ’20, ’21   KCC 

Run a series of actions to tackle dog waste 

issues 

2021    

Estates & 

Residential 

Areas 

Investigate the appointment of street / estate 

representatives to link with your TidyTowns 

committee. 

’19, ’20, ’21   Residents 

Ensure bilingual street and estate name signs 

are erected. 

2019, 2021   KCC, Management 

companies 

Clear walls and replant at base where 

appropriate 

2019   Residents 

Adopt trial area for longer rotational growing. 2020   KCC, residents,  

Encourage home owners to implement 

wildlife-friendly actions in their gardens. 

’19, ’20, ’21    
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Adjudication 

category 

Specific Action   Year action 

to be 

completed 

Review/ Assessment   Lead TidyTowns 

Volunteer 

Partner Body EG. 

Local Authority/ 

LEADER 

Approach 

Roads, Streets 

and Lanes 

Upgrade and check entrance signs look 

welcoming. 

’19, ’20, ’21   KCC 

Continue to lobby for full continuity of 

pavement. On Back road. 

’19, ’20, ’21   KCC 

Watch for items that block pavements. ’19, ’20, ’21   Local businesses. 

Lobby for upgrading of road and pavement 

surfaces in conjunction with N86 upgrade. 

’19, ’20, ’21   KCC 

TII 

Lamp Posts - lobby for 2 more to be installed 

on Back Road between Church and 

Brackloon Estate 
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APPENDIX 1: USEFUL LINKS ON BIODIVERSITY FOR KERRY   

LINKS Kerry County Council Staff:  

Oonagh O’Connor – Environmental Awareness Officer Kerry County Council  

Cathy Fisher – Biodiversity Officer, Kerry County Council  

Sandy McSwiney – Energy officer,  Kerry County Council  

TJ O’Mahony – Heritage Officer, Kerry County Council   

* This is a selection of links that may be useful.  Some websites (such as Invasive Species Ireland) are 

no longer be updated but still contain good information.    

Bat Conservation Ireland – charity dedicated to conserving Ireland’s 

bats.www.batconservationireland.org  

BirdWatch Ireland – NGO committed to conservation of Ireland’s birds.  

www.birdwatchireland.ie  

Information on building bird feeders and nest boxes. 

http://www.birdwatchireland.ie/Default.aspx?tabid=264   

Butterfly Ireland - Butterfly information and distribution maps in Ireland. www.butterflyireland.com  

Buglife – UK Charity to encourage invertebrates www.buglife.org.uk/     

Coillte – 20% lands managed for biodiversity.  http://www.coillte.ie/our-forests/publicgoods/biodiversity/  

Green Schools Ireland - www.greenschoolsireland.org  

Heritage Council – Independent, body advancing both built and natural heritage in Ireland.  Co-

ordinates the vitally important network of Heritage Officers across Ireland.  www.heritagecouncil.ie  

Inland Fisheries Ireland - https://www.fisheriesireland.ie/  

Invasive Species Ireland – Info. on invasive species www.invasivespeciesireland.com/  

Irish Peatland Conservation Council NGO promoting peatland conservation.  http://www.ipcc.ie/    

Irish Wildflowers –Over 800 wildflowers with names in Irish, English & Latin.  

http://www.irishwildflowers.ie  

Irish Wildlife Trust – a charity committed to conserving of Ireland’s rich natural heritage.   www.iwt.ie    

Local Authority Prevention Network.   http://localprevention.ie/tidy-categories/schools/  

Moths Ireland – Moth information and studies in Ireland.   www.mothsireland.com  

National Biodiversity Data Centre - National Biodiversity Data Centre - documenting Ireland’s wildlife.    

Citizen Science Projects   www.biodiversityireland.ie/   

National Parks and Wildlife Services - Information on important sites and species, wildlife legislation 

and biodiversity plans. It includes an interactive mapper with information. http://www.npws.ie/  

National Parks – Information on National Parks http://www.npws.ie/nationalparks/   

National Pollinator Plan resources for Communities -  

http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/projects/irish-pollinator-initiative/all-ireland-pollinatorplan/local-

communities/  
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APPENDIX 2: PLANTING FOR POLLINATORS   

The following is an extract from guidelines available from www.pollinators.ie:  

Pollinator friendly planting code - professional planting recommendations Experts agree that 

inadequate nutrition is a major cause of pollinator declines. We want pollinators to be there 

when we need them, but our landscape doesn’t provide the abundance and diversity of 

flowering plants that they need to survive throughout their life cycle. To have a healthy 

balanced diet, bees need to be able to feed on pollen and nectar from a range of different 

flowers from early spring to autumn.   

It is important to prioritise increasing native plants (trees, shrubs, wildflowers) across the 

landscape to provide food for pollinators.   

Good native hedgerow species for pollinators:   

Hazel (Feb-Apr) Willow (Mar-May) Blackthorn (Mar-May) Hawthorn (Apr-Jun) Broom 

(AprJun) Wild Cherry (Apr-May) Bramble (May-Sept) Wild Privet (May-Jul) Crab apple (May-

Jun)  

Elder (May-Jun) Whitebeam (May-Jun) Rowan (May-Jun) Wild Rose (Jun-Jul) Honeysuckle 

(Jun-Oct) Guelder Rose (Jun-Jul) Raspberry (Jun-Aug) Ivy (Sept-Nov) Gorse (Jan-Dec)   

These species are not recommended for hedgerows: Horse Chestnut, Beech, Laburnum, 

Lilac, Lime.   

These species can be considered invasive and should not be planted: Fuchsia, Cherry 

Laurel, Rhododendron, Sycamore, Snowberry.   

Deliberately planting horticultural or ornamental plants Important:   

In towns and villages non-native horticultural or ornamental plants can be an important 

additional food source for pollinators. It is important to choose species that are good sources 

of nectar and pollen. However, you should not plant these in natural or semi-natural 

habitats. They should also not be planted in farmland (outside of farm gardens).   

• Perennial plants are generally better sources of pollen and nectar than annuals. 

They are also cost effective as they grow and flourish over the following years.  In contrast 

to seasonally replaced annual bedding, perennial plants can look less attractive to the public 

when they have finished flowering. This can be minimised by carefully selecting perennials 

and mixing them with ornamental grasses.   

• Traditional annual bedding plants like Geraniums, Begonias, Busy Lizzy, Petunias, 

Polyanthus or Salvia splendens have virtually no pollen and nectar and are of little value to 

pollinators. If you are using annuals you should try to select scented, single-flowered 

varieties. The block planting of these can be an excellent source of food for pollinators.   

• The All Ireland Pollinator Guide have lists of pollinator friendly trees, shrubs, 

climbers, perennials, annuals and bulbs. Please note that these are not exhaustive lists. The 

best guide is to observe what the bees themselves are feeding on in parks/gardens and to 

increase the amount of these plants.   

Street Trees 

Roadside margins  

can be difficult locations in which to establish trees. Those suggested are pollinator friendly, 

resistant to pruning and should not cause any structural damage or create health and safety 

issues.   
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Available from resource section from www.pollinators.ie 
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APPENDIX 3: NATIVE TREES & SHRUBS FOR LANDSCAPING1  

Common name Latin name Height 
(max) 

Suitable 
for public 

open 
spaces 

Suitable 
for 

streets / 
confined 
spaces 

Suitable for 
tubs, 

containers, 
raised beds. 

Guide to planting: see key 
below 

Alder  Alnus glutinosa  22m Yes No Yes ADPS  

Alder buckthorn  Frangula alnus  6m Yes No Yes D Restricted distribution. Not 
commonly available.  

Arbutus (strawberry tree)  Arbutus unedo  8m Yes No Yes Not frost hardy  

Ash  Fraxinus excelsior  28m Yes No No ADIPS  

Aspen  Populus tremula  24m Yes No No DPSV Not close to buildings or any 
services  

Bramble  Rubus fructicosus  2m No No No C/H note: tends to be invasive  

Broom  Cytisus scoparius  2m Yes No Yes *  

Burnet rose  Rosa pimpinellifolia  2m Yes No Yes, 
but vigorous 

C/H Restricted distribution. Not 
commonly available.  

Common (or European) 
gorse  

Ulex europeaus  2.5m Yes No In a rural setting HV  

Crab apple  Malus sylvestris  6m Yes No No AHIP  

Dog rose  Rosa canina  2m Yes No Yes. Vigorous C/H  

Downy birch  Betula pubescens  18m Yes Yes Yes ADIP  

Elder  Sambucus nigra  6m In hedge No No V  

Guelder rose  Viburnum opulus  4.5m Yes No No DH  

Hawthorn  Crataegus monogyna  9m Yes Yes Yes AHIPS  

Hazel  Corylus avellana  6m Yes No No AHS  

Holly  Ilex aquifolium  15m Yes Yes Yes AHPS  

Honeysuckle  Lonicera periclymenum  climber Yes On walls No C  

Ivy  Hedera helix  climber Yes Yes Yes C  

Juniper  Juniperus communis  6m Yes No No S  

Pedunculate oak  Quercus robur  30m Yes No No AI only suitable for large spaces  

Privet  Ligustrum vulgare  3m Yes Yes Yes No  

Rowan or mountain ash  Sorbus aucuparia  9m Yes Yes Yes ADHIP  

Scots pine  Pinus sylvestris  24m Yes No No AI  

Sessile oak  Quercus petraea  30m Yes No No AI only suitable for large spaces  

Silver birch  Betula pendula  18m Yes Yes Yes ADIP  

Sloe, blackthorn  Prunus spinosa  3m Yes No No AHPV  

Spindle  Euonymous europaeus  7.5m Yes No No H  

Western (or mountain) 
gorse  

Ulex gallii  1.5m Yes No Yes * Restricted distribution. Not 
commonly available.  

Whitebeam spp.  Sorbus aria  12m Yes Yes Yes IPS  

Wild cherry  Prunus avium  15m Yes Yes Yes AHI  

Willow spp.  Salix spp.  6m Some No No V Not suitable near buildings or 
services 

Wych elm  Ulmus glabra  30m Yes  No PS  

Yew  Taxus baccata  14m Yes No Yes AIPS  

A – Grows in a wide variety of soils, C – Climber, H – Suitable for hedging, I – Suitable as an 

individual tree, D – Tolerates or prefers damp conditions, P – Tolerates smoke or pollution, S – 

Tolerates shade, V – Invasive, * – Tolerates dry conditions  

                                                

 
1 Source for Table – Heritage Council (2004) Conserving and Enhancing Wildlife in Towns 

and Villages – a guide for local community groups   
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APPENDIX 4: INFORMATION ON NEST BOXES AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS  

Species Nest box type and hole 

diameter 

Position of nest boxes 

Blackbird A box with 10cm high open front. 

Dimensions: 28 x 23 x 17 cm 

Fix the box 1.5m to 5.5 

metres high. 

Blue Tit Entrance hole size diameter 

should be 2.5cm. 

Boxes for tits, sparrows or 

starlings should be fixed 2m to 

4m up a tree or a wall Great Tit Entrance hole size diameter 

should be 2.8 cm. 

Starling Entrance hole size diameter 

should be 4.5 cm. 

Pied Wagtail A small box with 10cm high open 

front. 

Should be fixed up to 5m 

above ground. 

Robin A small box with 10cm high open 

front. 

Open-fronted boxes for robins 

and wrens need to be low 

Wren A box with a 14 cm high front 

panel down, below 2m, well 

hidden in vegetation. 

 

Note: It is best to erect nest boxes in the Autumn.  Nailing them to trees may damage the 

trees so it is suggested you erect them with a nylon bolt or wire. Ideally your nest box 

would be positioned between south east and south west if there is plenty of shade.   Make 

sure that the birds have a clear flight path without any clutter directly in front of the 

entrance. Tilt the box forward slightly so that any driving rain will hit the roof.  

 

Adapted from the RSPB.   
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APPENDIX 5: GREENING YOUR FESTIVAL  

IDEAS FOR GREENING YOUR EVENT  

PLASTIC FREE FESTIVALS  

Do not allow single-use plastics at your event. Have water fountains or refillable bottles, glasses 

and cups. Use paper straws. Use crockery / cutlery where you can wash them.   

FOOD PACKAGING  

Encourage stall holders not to use Styrofoam containers or other non-recyclable containers.  Use 

where possible compostable plates and cutlery. Choices include:  

Recycled Plastic – Plastic that’s been recycled is more sustainable.   

Bamboo –Bamboo is a grass that takes only 5-7 years to reach maturity, thus making it highly 

sustainable. Bamboo is also naturally antibacterial making it super hygienic.   

Wooden–Wooden is a natural and clean option.  

RECYCLE STATIONS  

Clearly label and set up recycling stations. If possible – have volunteers at recycling stations to 

direct what waste goes into which bin.  

CATERING:  

When planning the menu for your event, try to consider organic, seasonal and local food, which 

isn’t likely to leave a big carbon footprint.   

Try to choose coffee and tea from sustainable and fair-trade growers. These can be purchased in 

most Irish supermarkets.  

Getting food quantities right is always a worry. Provide too little and you’ll have everyone 

grumbling (their stomachs, too!), provide too much and there will be waste to deal with. To 

minimise any waste, be sure, where possible, that you know the numbers attending and any 

dietary requirements so that your caterer can plan quantities accordingly.   

LIGHTING  

LEDs are an energy-efficient alternative to traditional light bulbs.   

Prizes – give away prizes of packets of local seeds, or wind-up torches or refillable water bottles.   

BALLOONS & CHINESE LANTERNS OR PLASTIC DUCKS – DO NOT RELEASE AS HARMS 

WILDLIFE AND ADDS TO PLASTIC POLLUTION   
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For many people, sending a balloon into the sky is a popular way to remembers someone or to 

celebrate an event. Although popular and well loved, the act of releasing balloons is also an 

environmental issue. Balloons, and balloon accessories like plastic clips and ribbons, are not 

biodegradable. In particular mylar balloons, which are essentially foil-coated plastic, stay in the 

environment forever. Similar to plastic bags, in sunlight they break down into smaller pieces 

forming dangerous micro plastics. Latex balloons generally degrade more quickly than other types 

of plastics but can take years to fully decompose depending on conditions and the materials used 

in their manufacture.  

ALTERNATIVES TO BALLOON RELEASES  

Have balloons tied down and do not realise them. Ensure they are disposed of at the end of 

the event.   

Bubbles: Make a bubble solution so you can blow bubbles and let the breeze carry them skyward.  

You can also make giant bubbles and frost patterns in bubbles in the winter. Bubbles are a fun 

addition to any party; people of all ages love them, and they look so pretty floating around in photos. 

Just be sure to buy or make non-toxic bubble mix that is eco-friendly. Here is a recipe.  

Kites: Flying kites is a great way to promote your event and make it visible for miles.   

 Flags, banners, streamers and dancing inflatables – Many businesses are realizing the 

benefits of using reusable eye-catching signage. Colourful streamers, flags and banners save 

money and time over balloons, ribbons and helium. They are also weather resistant, save Helium, 

and can be reused again and again!   

Bunting – A great way to decorate for parties and celebrations is bunting! These beautiful waves 

of fabric can be made at home and uniquely designed with different patterns, shapes, and colours. 

They are also reusable, fun to make, and are sure to light up the party! Here is a link to Make your 

own bunting.  

Wildflower seed bombs – A great way to give a gift that grows is by making your own flower 

seed bombs! It’s important to only use native seeds – you could collect these from local fields etc. 

These little pounces will spread life-giving, beautiful flowers. Make your own seed bombs making 

sure you choose local seeds.    

Coloured lights – Coloured lights catch attentions during parties, holidays! They can be more 

wildlife-friendly than bright lights that can impact on eg. foraging bats.   
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